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Introduction
From 2009 to present 34 fibers have been placed in 29 patients
for Laser Interstitial Thermal Therapy (LITT) at our institution.
We have used LITT to treat intractable epilepsy secondary to
mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) and hypothalamic hamartoma,
as well as recurrent tumors in patients who have exhausted their
treatment options. This poster serves to describe our overall
experience, success and complications with this exciting and
relatively novel treatment modality.

Methods
Visualase™ probes were placed using CT and MRI guidance with
frameless stereotaxy on four occasions, frame-based placement
23 times, under direct MRI guidance once and endoscopically
once. Probe placement for the initial four tumor patients were
assessed with intraoperative MRI before the LITT treatment was
performed in the MRI suite. Early in our experience which was
limited to tumors, frameless stereotactic probe placement with
the Medtronic™ Navigus® and Precision Aiming Device®
systems was utilized as it allowed for intraoperative MRI
compatibility. From the 6th patient in our series on,
intraoperative MRI was abandoned and the frame based
Integra™ CRW® system used exclusively.

Results
For MTLE, favorable Engel (1+2) outcome was seen in 14/15,
8/11, 4/9 and 1/2 at 3 months, 6 months, 1 year and 2 years,
with one failure undergoing temporal lobectomy. 7/10 tumor
patients had progression-free survival, with one requiring
subsequent craniotomy. All 4 patients with hypothalamic
hamartoma have experienced excellent resolution of their
symptoms to date without complication. Malposition occured in
one epilepsy patient when an alignment rod was not used to
create a track. In one tumor patient, a probe was malpositioned
when using FS, and this was not visualized with intraoperative
MRI. The malposition was detected in the MRI suite resulting in
abortion of the procedure. This case, in addition to the
cumbersome use of the Navigus® trajectory guide outside the
OR prompted the move to a frame based procedure only. Two
hemorrhages occurred in patients with MTLE: One
intraparenchymal temporal likely secondary to a vascular injury
and an intraventricular hemorrhage which occurred in a patient
with excessive movement in MRI under sedationlikely resulted in
the breakage of the cooling catheter. Thereafter, in all patients a
preoperative CT Angiogram was merged with the stereotactic
MRI used for probe trajectory planning. In addition, all further
cases were done under general anesthesia. Two complications
resulted from the LITT itself. One patient with a glioblastoma of
the deep vermis developed bilateral CN 6 and 7 palsies. A patient
with a filum terminale ependymoma developed paraparesis and
incontinence the day after treatment and required surgical
resection.

Conclusions
LITT may be used to treat brain tumors, HH and MTLE with
comparable outcomes to open procedures. To optimize outcome,
we suggest:
1. Use of an alignment rod to create a tract for deep structures
2. Use of frame-based techniques
3. Orthogonal entry of the laser probe
4. General anesthesia to reduce movement during transport and
ablation procedure
5. Caution for spinal tumors
6. Maintain a margin beyond the treatment region near critical
structures (e.g. the brain stem)

